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Our Runway Live Analysis has been tracking all throughout fashion weeks in 

New York, London, Milan and Paris. In addition to our bite-sized Runway 

Watch reports, our experts have built out comprehensive analysis 

encompassing Themes, Color, Key Items, Materials, Pattern + Graphics and 

Details that have been continuously updated over the past four weeks. Stay 

tuned for our Seasonal Takeaways which will be added to runway coverage 

and include everything from the recent Trend Insights webinar and more.

This teaser report contains our Fashion Week newsletters, which were sent out 

to our clients weekly, and that address essential market shifts and trends. Full 

access to our Runway coverage is available to members of our trend platform.

 We hope you enjoy.

Melissa Moylan
VP |  Creative Director,
Womenswear

Welcome, Reader!

Not a member of FS? Request a demo

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
http://www.fashionsnoops.com/Schedule-Fashion-Trend-Demo
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Before We Dive in,
Here’s a Little About Us

We help a wide range of industries anticipate their consumers’ needs, so that they can design and 
create with confidence.

● 22 years of forecasting expertise - A trusted 
agency for many of the world’s leading brands 

● 150+ in-house global industry experts, thought 
leaders and advisory consultants

● Headquartered in New York, we have 15 offices 
around the world 

● CPG & FMCG

● Consumer Electronics

● Agencies & Advertising

● Transportation

● Media & Entertainment

● Packaging

● Hospitality & Travel

● Lifestyle

● Retail

● Manufacturing

● Fashion

● Accessories

● Home & Interiors

● Beauty, Health & Wellness

● Food & Drink

Through our powerful design forecasts and expert bespoke advice. We empower brands, retailers, and 
manufacturers across the world to act on future trends and create with confidence. 

Fashion Snoops is a leading 
global trend forecasting agency. 

Find out what Fashion Snoops can do for your industry, brand or business sales@fashionsnoops.com 

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
mailto:sales@fashionsnoops.com
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Not a member of FS? Request a demo.

This was a Fashion Week to remember and certainly the strongest 

showcase we've seen out of New York in recent seasons. The energy 

returned with most designers featuring their collections on the runway as 

opposed to lookbooks, and venues back to full capacity all over the city. 

European houses added to the excitement of the week with Fendi's 25th 

anniversary baguette show (a born and bred NY icon), and Marni's global 

community showcase. Both were major fashion productions complete 

with the return of celebrities, who attended or walked in select shows. 

Bright colors echoed the optimism of the week from power pinks to 

highlighter hues, while other trends included handcrafted knits, 

featherweight sheers and the kind of body exposure that pushes sexy to 

the nth degree. Designers created clothes to step out in, whether headed 

to the office or a psychedelic festival, which felt empowering as fashion 

weeks finally get back to full swing. 

NEW YORK
C H E C K L I S T 

Spring / Summer 23
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01MARNI
ON TOUR 02 BARE IT ALL

Naked summer hasn't seen anything yet. One of the biggest messages at NYFW 
was that of body liberation, which is increasingly relevant from a cultural 
standpoint as it connects to body autonomy. For Spring 23, designers bare it all 
with diverse and inclusive looks that really do 
apply to every body. That translates to a plethora 
of product trends from the progression of cutout 
dresses, bra tops, minis and corsets to the 
comeback of sheer tops, lace up details, halters 
and slinky columns. Low rise bottoms - especially
of the baggy cargo variety - are a new favorite for 
giving that extra flash of skin even though the 
shape is voluminous. In New York we saw 
LaQuan Smith, Elena Velez, Maryam Nassir 
Zadeh and Tom Ford exemplify body liberation 
best, and we definitely expect to see more of it 
in the European collections.  

- Melissa Moylan  |  VP, Womenswear
 

05 CULTURAL VIBRANCE

04
IT BAG 

COMEBACK

03 STAR WATTAGE

A noticeable return of the celebrity set hit the streets and runways in New York this 
season. The energy felt reminiscent of pre-pandemic times—a homecoming to what 
NYFW once was. Stars are officially models now, too, as Serena Williams kicked off 

Cultural heritage collided with breathtaking beauty looks this runway season in New York as we saw at designer Marrisa 
Wilson’s show where models showcased eye-catching makeup and hairstyles for a truly entrancing beauty statement. As a 
first-generation Guyanese-American, Wilson found inspiration in the colors and culture of Guyana, specifically Guyana’s 
reputation as a “bird-watching paradise”. The designer debuted makeup looks that captured the vibrancy of exotic birds 
and their brightly-colored feathers, connecting with the growing trend of brands shifting to be more culturally rooted, 
while also embracing the wisdom of the natural world and animal kingdom.

- Taryn Hoffman  |  Beauty & Wellness Strategist

The Fendi Baguette bag and New York 
City have long been intertwined since 
its debut on Sex and the City more than

New York Checklist

Marni, who usually shows in Milan, 
made its debut at NYFW as part of the 
brand’s plan to kick off a so-called 
world tour with the intention to reach 
its global communities more intimately. 
The show was nothing short of a 
spectacle, held inside an atmospheric 
tunnel under the Manhattan Bridge in 
Brooklyn–a gritty contrast to the 
bursting rays of sunshine that were 
revealed throughout the collection. For 
Spring 23, designer Francesco Risso 
  was inspired by sunsets, a reference made evident through circle 
graphics in searing sunset hues, as well as lustrous looped dresses 
infused with fluid movement. Marni’s signature mismatched and 
handcrafted sensibility was felt throughout–groovy abstracts, 
patchwork coats and multicolor hybrid crochet knits added a sort 
of artistic irreverence that was a high point on New York’s fashion 
calendar.

- Patricia Maeda  |  Director of Womenswear

Marni

Laquan Smith

20 years ago, when Carrie Bradshaw name-checked the handbag and 
forever cemented its status as an iconic accessory. The 25th 
anniversary of the Baguette was celebrated with a fashion show hosted 
by Silvia Venturini Fendi and the Italian houses’ current Artistic 
Director of Couture and Womenswear, Kim Jones, in collaboration 
with New York fashion figureheads, Marc Jacobs and Tiffany & Co. 
The baguette, with its instantly recognizable locking double F logo, 
received various textural, embellished, and material treatments, 
including renditions in the equally iconic Tiffany Blue. Featured 
throughout the collection were countless versions of the bag, adorning 
wristlets, gloves, socks, and hats. The show confirmed that design 
collaborations maintain a broad reach and are deeply embedded in 
today’s pop culture.

- Anush Mirbegian  |  Director of Accessories

Fendi

the Vogue World show and Lil Nas X closed 
out the Coach catwalk as the brand's new 
ambassador to rep Gen Z. Marni's front row 
was chock full of celebrity sightings including 
Doja Cat, Kendall Jenner, Hillary Taymour of 
Collina Strada, as well as Madonna who also 
attended Tom Ford alongside Ciara. Spotted at 
the Fendi Baguette 25th Anniversary show was 
Sarah Jessica Parker, who popularized the 
iconic bag in her infamous role as Carrie 
Bradshaw in SATC, along with Kim 
Kardashian and Linda Evangelista who closed 
out the show. While athletes, actors and 
musicians will always maintain 
star-wattage-status, who’s considered to be a 
celebrity today is dramatically shifting with 
Instagram and TikTok influencers, like 
Christina Caradona and Wisdom Kaye, taking 
up highly-coveted space on the front row.

- Danny Goldstein  |  Strategist, WomenswearLil Nas  x  for Coach

Marrisa Wilson

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
https://fashionsnoops.com/reportlayer.aspx?nServiceID=1&nTopID=303&from=reportcreator&nSeasonID=0&nGroupID=2768&sViewedFrom=mainhpmyfeed
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London Fashion Week showed up not only with moving tributes to honor Queen 

Elizabeth II, but with strong collections that would make Her Majesty, who was a 

patron of design, proud. Gestures from one minute of silence at select shows to 

nods of royal grandeur and flowers all served as admiration for the Queen's 

dedication to the arts over the years. Richard Quinn, who was the first recipient 

of the Queen Elizabeth II Award for British Design, paid the utmost respect, 

showing veiled black looks expertly crafted in just 10 days since her passing. 

Looking forward, London maintains a strong representation of next gen 

designers like favorites Nensi Dojaka and KNWLS as well as newcomers Sinéad 

O’Dwyer and Dilara Findikoglu who tap into aesthetic shapeshifting and cater to 

Gen Z. Finally, we see designers eager to return to special occasions and events 

with a new wave of trophy dressing and glimmering beauty trends to match. 

Despite a somewhat somber mood, London designers will surely give us a 

wardrobe worthy of celebration come Spring 23.

LONDON
C H E C K L I S T 

Spring / Summer 23

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
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01 SYMBOLIC GESTURES OF 
ROYAL GRANDEUR

As the world was still absorbing the news of Queen 
Elizabeth II’s death, London Fashion Week saw the crop 
of British designers pay tribute to Her Majesty during a 
remarkably unusual week where clothes held a special 
symbolic meaning of mourning, honor and royal grandeur. 
At the British Museum, Erdem’s collection showcased 
designer Moralıoğlu’s passion for British history 
including mid century-inspired silhouettes, signature 
sweeping gowns, patchwork jacquard overcoats and 
corseted dresses paired with black mourning veils. JW 
Anderson took a more literal approach with a black 
T-shirt dress with the words: “Her Majesty The Queen, 
1926-2022, Thank you.” But it was Richard Quinn who 
seemed to perfectly encapsulate the feeling of a nation. 
The entire opening section of the show featured 23 
all-black looks created in remembrance of the Queen, 
many of which referenced the late monarch’s wardrobe 
from belted coats to headscarves, all encrusted in 
exquisite beading and regal precision. What followed was 

Given our turbulent times, it’s a natural inclination to look towards inspirations that 
encourage us to soar above the fray. Designers Yuhan Wang and Simone Rocha found 
themselves examining aviation, giving applause to a handful of female pilots who garnered 
firsts in the field, and of course, the ever enduring icon, Amelia Earhart. The application of 

05 PARTY GLIMMER

04 FUNCTIONAL ROMANCE

03

TROPHY
DRESSING

Party glamour took center stage in London as designers and makeup artists leaned into the playful, maximalist aesthetics 
we’ve seen trending for post-Covid beauty looks. Designers like KNWLS embraced the growing party-girl trend by 
debuting eye-catching sparkling hair that was slicked back with vibrantly colored glitter. The hair connected with the 
collection, entitled Glimmer, and added a glitzy vibe to runways for a more hopeful and ethereal look for SS 23.

- Taryn Hoffman  |  Beauty & Wellness Strategist

As platforms like TikTok serve as tools for 
wardrobe building and inspiration seeking, 
young people reject the notions of rigid 
personal style restrictions. With unlimited 
access to global creators and niche internet 
communities, one-size-fits-all fashion shifts 
toward choose-your-own adventure styling as 
trending micro- aesthetics offer an endless 
landscape of looks. Labels on the London 
runways took note, offering up collections 
with unique perspectives and storytelling that 
left room for fluidity in execution. Sinead 
O’Dwyer presented tweaked tailoring and 
tough utility in tandem with hyper sexy 
tension knits and transparency - hinting at the 
experience of Gen Z entering the workforce 
while experimenting with dress codes. Dilara 
Findikoglu opted for duality in single looks 
with romantic silks and tulle layered over dark 
leather corsetry and band tees, in line with the 
current emergence of #whimsigoth. And 
Yuhan Wang illustrated the ease of aesthetic 
shapeshifting with edgy all black 

London Checklist

02

AESTHETIC 
BENDING

While the mood in London was somber 
this week, there was also a wave of 
excitement generated by designers and 
special occasion dressing. Enter the trophy 
dress, which spans hemlines but is 
dripping in embellishment of sequin or 
crystal varieties. 16Arlington, Nensi 
Dojaka and Huishan Zhang all featured 
stand-out column gown styles which are 
shaping up to be a must-have silhouette of 
the season. While this particular type of 
dressing up evokes fantasy and is destined 
for events, elsewhere London designers 
brought forth frilly ruffle dresses, slip 
dresses, and of course cutout styles that 
are just as relevant.

- Melissa Moylan  |  VP, Womenswear

Richard Quinn

a historical moment of cathartic expression–exaggerated silhouettes in bold colors and oversized 
polka dots, massive floral capes and sparkling lurex jumpsuits; indeed a fashion spectacle 
worthy of royal legacy.

- Patricia Maeda  |  Director of Womenswear

Richard Quinn

16Arlington

opening looks transitioning into sweet lace and farmy florals that ended 
with sensual shredded slip dresses. As inspiration trickles up from the 
accounts of young creatives to the runways of Fashion Week, designers 
continue to adapt to new perspectives on the life cycles of looks.

- Chelsea Davignon  |  Senior Strategist, Youth

Dilara Findikoglu

romantic elements, unique to each designers’ 
poetic leanings, refreshed and elevated the 
elements of function. Creating delicately 
protective helmet-leaning headwear, 
crossbodies, and knapsacks in lace, Wang 
softened the hard edge of utilitarian accessories 
with blurry florals in petal pinks and buttery 
yellows. Voluminous bomber jackets were 
layered over Rocha’s signature frothy clothing, 
while accessories made of the same fabrics, 
blended seamlessly with the looks. Flower 
printed day packs were constructed with 
abundant pockets and reinforced handles. Said 
bags and ruched gloves were cinched with 
grosgrain tape and leveraged throughout the 
collection, reminiscent of parachute gear that 
might call for a quick buckle release.

- Anush Mirbegian  |  Director of Accessories Yuhan Wang

KNWLS

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/whimsigoth?lang=en
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Talk about a fully-loaded week. Milan had a lot going on, from the Italian general 

election that took place during Fashion Week, to the many (many) examples of 

duality which made for a strong visual impact both on the surface and beneath. 

The Spring 23 season in Milan also brought about the impressive debut collections 

at iconic houses including Maximillian Davis for Ferragamo, Marco de Vincenzo for 

Etro and Rhuigi Villaseñor for Bally. Trend-wise, Milan collections played into 

extremes - both maximalist and minimalist - with both holding equal value. Of the 

former, Y2K held up as an extension of the dare to bare sexy look that has run 

throughout all fashion weeks thus far, accompanied by playful accessories. It also 

brought about a lot of forward and edgy updates to denim which we haven't seen 

in quite some time. Speaking to a minimalist wardrobe, select collections tapped 

into 90s favorites like column shapes, transparency and tailoring, in addition to 

polished surfaces and embellishment. It is clear that designers are still trying to 

work out how people want to dress post-pandemic, and the plethora of options is 

necessary to provide something for every type of customer out there. 

MILAN
C H E C K L I S T 

Spring / Summer 23

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
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Milan Checklist

Diesel

DOUBLE-TAKE

Milan Fashion Week has shown that, when it comes 
to fashion, there’s always much more than meets the 
eye. Displaying a high degree of craftsmanship, 
creativity and ingenuity, Italian fashion houses 
grabbed everyone’s attention with both new takes 
on understated minimalism and fantasy-driven 
maximalism. At Bottega Veneta, one the best shows 
of the season thus far, creative director Matthieu 
Blazy showcased remarkable artisanal 
experimentation in leather (the house’s signature 
material) which was disguised to look like jeans–an 
idea he introduced last February for Fall and 
continues to evolve in new pieces such as leather 

02DENIM, BUT MAKE
IT EXPRESSIVE

Evolving with the times, denim 
collections across Milan’s runways 
showed signs of youthful evolution, 
rebelling against tradition and finding 
newness in an attitude of collective 
expression. No longer limited to the 
ever classic “12 oz / Dark Wash / 3X1 
Twill” jean staple beheld for decades, 
the latest denim styles are quickly 
becoming a catch-all category of “all 
things artistic” for material driven 
assortments. Borrowing elements from 
Y2K subcultures, punk-approved 
hardware, #barbiecore inspired pink 
dyes, and touch-provoking leather and 
chiffon mashups were leveraged at 
house favorites Diesel and Blumarine. 

05 POP PARTY NAILS

04 LOVE ADORNED
MODERN MINIMAL

We loved the pop party punk nails at Phillipp Plein, which offered a fresh evolution of the rock n’ roll aesthetic, as the show 
began with a sea of classic rocker black and denim and ended up with an explosion of color. These multicolored nails 
represent the end of the show, with quirky candy shades, tortoiseshell accent nails, and jewel embellishments that define a 
more carefree departure from familiar rocker aesthetics, while also tapping into the continuing creative nail art trend.

- Mallory Huron  |  Senior Beauty & Wellness Strategist

Jeremy Scott, the creative wit behind 
Moschino took note of the fervent talk of 
inflation and decided to literally inflate his 
collection for the Italian house, injecting 
nearly everything, from the clothing to the 
accessories, with inflatable pool toys. Franco 
Moschino’s iconic heart was often featured, 
complete with a functioning blow up nozzle 
on black pumps, handbags, and jewelry sets. 
Designers Vivetta and Marco Rambaldi 
sprinkled the love motif throughout their 
collections, strung along as leather cut-outs, 
embellishing low-slung belts, stacked up on 
metallic platform sandals or as ceramic 
earrings that looked as if they had been 
lovingly crafted by hand. Why hearts? Why 

01

Bottega Veneta

Often regarded as a medium for creativity, crafted denim isn't a 
groundbreaking concept -  what’s changing however is its newfound 
insistence on odd, upcycled, eye-bending and excessive approaches that 
can be all things, for everyone at once.

- Nia Silva  |  Director of Materials

03
Led by Jil Sander, Prada and Bottega 
Veneta, designers in Milan honed in on 
what it really means to dress for every part 
of the day. This resulted in a 
well-considered wardrobe, with looks 
intended to transcend from day to evening 
along with elements of modern tailoring. 
Prada's vision, which juxtaposed union 
suits with tailoring, explored notions of 
sheer layers, lending a softer approach to 
modernism. One should not ignore the 
brand's various takes on strapless dresses, 
some with trains, which will undoubtedly 
become bestsellers. Over at Bottega 
Veneta, ordinary basics were on full 
display. Meanwhile, the approach at Jil 

plaid “flannel” shirts, a remarkable technical feat that required 12 layers of print 
to achieve just the right effect. Elsewhere, Alessandro Michele got us seeing 
double at Gucci’s theatrical presentation which featured 68 identical looks, worn 
by identical twins in a visual statement on both individuality and unity. If one is to 
look closely, fashion’s penchant for surprises was on full display in Milan, hidden 
in plain sight in the most spectacular ways.

- Patricia Maeda  |  Director of Womenswear

now? It could be a much needed tilt towards a more light-humored way of 
expressing ourselves, or a material reminder of our values to ground us 
during such unstable times in history, or simply a nudge to not take life too 
seriously. No matter the reason, the mood was instantly lifted.

- Anush Mirbegian  |  Director of Accessories 
 

Sander was heavily rooted in oversized tailoring and sleek fluidity, with 
an added glam factor via silk satin and sequin knit fringe, both of which 
will certainly extend to evening options.

- Melissa Moylan  |  VP, Womenswear

Versace

Vivetta

Jil Sander

Philipp Plein

http://www.fashionsnoops.com
https://info.fashionsnoops.com/barbiecore-report
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Paris Fashion Week triumphantly marked the full return to in-person physical 

shows, leaving virtual showrooms and presentations in the pandemic past. 

Designers featured large-scale entertaining productions intended not only for 

attendees, but also geared towards fans watching from afar. Indeed Coperni 

broke the internet this runway season with its buzzworthy live action spray-on 

dress, while Balenciaga's mud field was in ways an accurate portrayal of reality. 

In both shows, the power and influence of celebrities was a big factor. 

Collections were empowered, and in Paris, there was an undeniable shift 

towards sensual dressing - cue lingerie inspiration and lots of sheer 

transparency. Designers and consumers are feeling comfortable in their own 

skin, and in Paris no one did it better than Ester Manas with an ultra-inclusive 

cast featuring all races and sizes. Other high notes included Stella McCartney's 

most sustainable collection to date, as well as Dries Van Noten's unapologetic 

floral patterns that were an uplifting display of optimism. 

PARIS
C H E C K L I S T 

Spring / Summer 23
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CITY OF CONTRASTS

One of the best parts about fashion is how it 
serves as a reflection of the times, and what a 
time it is. Designers in Paris offered varying 
viewpoints on how to dress, and while they 
appear drastically different, they are all valid. 
Considering that we are living in a time of 
crisis, select designers like Balenciaga and Miu 
Miu worked in a dystopian aesthetic with 
clothes that appeared rugged and worn-in, as if 
to tackle today's tough issues head on.
It felt real and appropriate, especially with 
details like utilitarian pockets that seemed to 
offer a practical approach as we trudge through 
our current reality. On the opposite end, there 
were many designers in Paris who were ready 
to party our way out of this with glimmering 
embellishment. Offering a optimistic tone, 
Stella McCartney titled her collection "Change 
the history," with a collection that leveraged an 
impressive 87% sustainable materials. But 

LINGERIE
DRESSING

Paris Fashion Week has solidified lingerie 
dressing as one of the most directional trends 
for Spring 23. While items like bra tops and 
corsets have inundated the market since last 
year, designers in Paris expanded on the 
possibilities for the boudoir-inspired look, 
concealing and revealing bodies across the 
runways. Delicate sheer transparencies in 
sheath dresses and bias-cut slips revealed an 
intimate layer at Victoria Beckham and Miu 
Miu, who presented a fresh sensibility for 
the “naked dress.” Elsewhere, bold displays 
of sexual freedom welcomed lacy underwear 
sets and sensual stockings to uncover the 
more provocative side of the 

05 OCEANIC 
INSPIRED

PROPORTION 
PLAY

03 MATERIAL FUTURES
AT COPERNI

With a live demonstration blending art 
and science, Coperni’s viral runway 
moment not only broke the internet but 
possibly even the traditional apparel 
supply chain as we know it. Proposing a 
glimpse into the future of fashion, the 
spray-on solution called Fabrican, can 
make fit-to-form garments in real time 
and reconvert them back into their 
original state for reuse. The captivating 
runway presentation was led by the 
material’s inventor, Dr. Manel Torres, 
who developed Fabrican nearly 20 years 
ago as a seamless, quick and comfortable 
material made from synthetic and natural 
fibers in a liquid suspension. With Bella 
Hadid as muse, the solution was sprayed 
onto her bare body, drying instantly on 

We continue to see the influential power of the blue beauty movement as Paris 
designers referenced oceanic aesthetics on runways—highlighting our continuous 
fascination with the ocean and its healing abilities. We saw early confirmation of 

How many times can one of the most 
recognizable brands on the planet reinvent 
its namesake handbags? Creative director 
of Louis Vuitton, Nicolas Ghesquière 
answers that the possibilities truly are 
endless. Wrapping the Paris shows\ with a 
play on proportion which also called in a 
trompé-l'œil type of surrealism, the 
compact wallet worn with an attached 
chain was supersized into a 

Paris Checklist

Coperni

Balmain

02

04

01

perhaps the most uplifting message of all was Dries Van Noten's return to the 
runway with a bevy of floral clash prints that brought a feel-good energy to the 
week. It's good to have options, and designers in Paris have it all covered from 
mud pits to glam.

- Melissa Moylan   |   VP, Womenswear

underwear-as-outerwear trend. Whether on full display or demurely exposed, 
the fact is that lingerie is officially out of the bedroom, revealing a new 
sartorial era when women seem to be much more confident in their own skin.

- Patricia Maeda   |   Director of Womenswear

contact into a simple silhouette with a drape reminiscent of a stretch- crepe 
or jersey. And while the resulting look was fairly minimal, its impact 
hands-down delivered the most magical fashion moment this season.

- Nia Silva   |   Director of Materials

spacious portfolio, complete with a bracelet-like wrist cuff that extended the trend 
in wristlets we’ve been tracking throughout the season. Leather tags and cloche clés 
key holders, components that have become intrinsic to the LV signature, were also 
enlarged. This focus on scale required a second glance and a tongue-in-cheek 
reminder that even the smallest details are worth paying attention to.

- Anush Mirbegian   |   Director of Accessories

ocean-inspired beauty in our SS 23 Trend Story: Oceana, and continue to explore the growing and evolving trend on and off runways. 
Design label Botter, formed on rich Caribbean references and sustainability, highlighted the ocean this season with gorgeous 
#mermaidcore looks inspired by coastal colorways and deep-sea graphics. Delicate, metallic pressed lips were seen on some models 
featuring iridescent blue flakes reminiscent of the reflecting colors from ocean waves.

- Taryn Hoffman   |   Beauty + Wellness Strategist

Dries Van Noten

Louis Vuitton

Botter

Coperni

Miu Miu
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